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ABSTRACT relatively inexpensive and readily available
because of its industrial use.

A thermophysical property model has been Cane fiberboard is used extensively in the
developed to analytically determine the thermal transport of radioactive materials (type B
response of cane fiberboard when exposed to packages) as an insulation/limiter overpack.
temperatures and heat fluxes associated with the Examples of packages used within the
10 CFR 71 hypothetical accident condition Department of Energy which currently contain
(HAC) and associated post fire cooling. The cane fiberboard include the 6-M containers, DT-
complete model was developed from high 18, PC-l, 9971, 9965, 9968, 9972-9975
temperature cane fiberboard 1-D test results and packages, and the SR- 101 package.
consists of heating and cooling sub-models. The Under DOE order 5610.1 packages used to
heating property model accounts for the transport Defense Programs radioactive material
enhanced heat transfer of the hot gases in the must conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 71
fiberboard, the loss of energy via venting, and to obtain certification. The HAC described in 10
the loss of mass from venting during the heating CFR 71.73 (c), (3) is:
portion of the test. The cooling property model " (3) Thermal. Exposure of the
accounts for the degraded materialeffects and the whole specimen for not less than 30 minutes to a
continued heat transfer associated with the hot heat flux not less than that of a radiation
gases after removal of the external heating environment of 800°C (1475°F) with an
source. Agreement between the test results of a emissivity coefficient of at least 0.9. For
four inch thick fiberboard sample with the purposes of calculation, the surface absorptivity
analytical application of the complete property must be either that value which the package may
model is quite good and will be presented. A be expected to possess if exposed to a fire or
comparison of analysis results and furnace test 0.8, whichever is greater. In addition, when
data for the 9966 package suggests that the significant, convective heat input must be
property model sufficiently accounts for the heat included on the basis of still, ambient air at
transfer in an actual package. 800°C (1475°F). Artificial cooling must not be

applied after cessation of external heat input and
I. INTRODUCTION any combustion of mate, ials of construction must

be allowed to proceed until it terminates
Cane fiberboard is an insulating material naturally. The effects of solar radiation may be

primarily used in the building industry. It neglected prior to, during, and following the
consists of sugar cane fibers (cellulose) bonded test."
together with organic glue. Often it is purchased The purpose of this work is to develop a
under the brand name Celotex TM and is sold in simulation capability for HAC analysis of
sheets 1/2 inch to 2 inches thick in and 4 ft. X 8 packages containing cane fiberboard.
ft. boards. The boards can be easily cut to a
users specifications. Cane fiberboard is
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II. PREVIOUS WORK More recently, Anderson has investigated
cane fiberboard charring and pyrolysis [4,5].

Packages containing cane fiberboard were Investigations of the charring process yielded
investigatedby Lewallenin 1972 [I]. A virtuaUyidenticalresultstothosedocumentedby
comparisonamong variousinsulatingmaterials Cadelli[2].At 300°F thematerialdarkened
was performed to evaluate alternatives to cane slightly which increased significantly up to 350°F
fiberboard.Freedrop,punctureand thermal wherethemateriallayersseparatedveryeasily.
packagetestswere performedto investigate Wood, likecanefiberboard,isamaterialwhich
packagedesigns.The conclusionsofthestudy may undergopyrolysisandhasbeenextensively
were thatcanefiberboardcouldbeusedasan studied.Unlikecharring,pyrolysisistheactual
overpack material as long as certain dccompositionofthematerialandreportcdlymay
recommendationswerefollowed.Withrespect notbeginuntil570°F.The pyrolyticproductsof
to the Hypothetical Accident Condition (HAC) cellulose are reported to be 80% organic tar, 8%
these included: venting should be provided water, 8% gas, and 4% char on a mass basis.
(especially for drums greater than 30 gallons), Anderson analyzed the DT-18 and PC-1
and smoldering must be prevented, containers during HAC using a proposed high

Material degradation following extended temperature model and compared with HAC
exposure to temperatures ranging from 200°F to package measurements from furnace tests.
350°F was investigated by Cadelli in 1982 [2]. It The heat transfer through cane fiberboard
was noted that cane fiberboard releases during exposure to high temperatures, such as
flammable vapors at high temperature although the HAC, consists of release and condensation of
no combustion occurred below 350°F. At 300°F hot gases into the package. Anderson proposed
the material darkened in color which increased a volumetric heat generation applied to the inner
significantly as the material was exposed to container in contact with the fiberboard to
increasing temperatures. At 350°F the material account for the condensation of hot gases on the
lost virtually all of its structural strength and inner container as they propagate through the
significant separation of material layers occurrecL material [5]. Anderson used the cane fiberboard
Cadelli reports a thermal conductivity of 0.031 properties reported by Sanchez et. al. [3]
Btu/ft-hr.-°F as provided by the manufacturer. (measured in an argon environment) in

In 1988 Sanchez et. al. measured thermal conjunction with the volumetric heat generation
properties of cane fiberboard up to 532°F in an source to perform HAC thermal analysis. A
argon environment [3]. The report notes that comparison with furnace test data was made, and
measurements were complicated by sample it suggests this model is quite conservative
charring which resulted in sample thickness because it overpredicts inner container vessel
shrinkage. They measured a conductivity of temperatures by roughly 390°F. Anderson also
0.031 Btu/ft.-hr.-°F at 77°F, which agrees with performed a similar analysis without the
the manufacturers value reported by Cadelli [2]. additional heat source which resulted in
The measured conductivity increased to 0.038 significant underprediction (greater than 120°F)
Btu/ft.-hr.-°F at 439 °F and decreases to 0.030 of the inner vessel temperature. In fact, the
Btu/ft.-hr-°F at 532 °F. Specific heat and density analysis without the additional volumetric heat
measurements were also made. The specific heat source resulted in minimal heat transfer to the
increased significantly from 0.306 Btu/lb-°F at inner vessel. The vessel did not see any increase
77°F to 0.493 Btu/lb-°F at 532°F while the in temperature until after the 30 minute fire
density increased moderately from 16.86 lb./ft. 3 portion and peaking occurred 3 hours after the
at 77°F to 19.54 lb/ft.3 at 532°F. Although the fire. The test data showed the vessel temperature
samples in these experiments underwentcharring increased significantly 15 minutes into the test
and shrinkage, the results may be misleading with peaking occurring 15 minutes after the
since in practice exposure to high temperatures furnace test. Clearly, the measured thermal
may not occur in an inerted environment. These properties of fiberboard in an argon inerted
properties were used in a HAC analysis of a 10 environment significantly overestimate the
gallon and 55 gallon 6-M container [3]. insulating capabilities of the material when
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exposed to the high temperatures associated with
HA C. A. Model Structure

The currently available property data is
insufficient to accurately model the thermal Based on the aforementioned literature, the
response of cane fiberboard packages to the HAC cane fiberboard model must account for the
HAC. The pyrolysis of cane fiberboard appears thermal effects of the generation and transport of
to involve the complex transport of heat and hot gases including water vapor and material
mass within the material. Blasi in 1993 changes due to charring. The transport of hot
published a mathematical model of transport gases through the material can be modeled using
phenomena for porous solid fuels undergoing a supplementary thennophysical property model.
pyrolysis [6]. Although certainly applicable to New temperature dependent thermal properties
the problem of how to model the HAC for (conductivity, specific heat, and density)would
packages containing cane fiberboard insulation, be created solely for the HAC conditions. This
this type of detailed approach would likely be too model would be applied to all cane fiberboard
cumbersome to implement, materials in the package during the 30 minute

A model in which bulk thermal properties fire.
(conductivity, specific heat, density) are used to Post fire evaluations of packages containing
simulate pyrolysis would facilitate the HAC cane fiberboard as an overpack have shown that
modeling problem of cane fiberboard. Chen in a charred region near the drum outer wall exists.
1993 proposed a relatively simple integral model This charredregion has different properties than
for analyzing one dimensional transient pyrolysis the virgin material. A second property model
of charring and non-charring materials [7]. The would be developed for a pre-defined char region
purpose was to characterize and predict pyrolysis of the analysis domain to account for the heat
rates of arbitrary materials using standard transfer after the fn'e. Anderson [4] has already
flammability test measurements. In this model shown that vessel temperatures peak after the 30
the material is divided into two regions and the minute f'Lre,thus heat transfer within the package
problem becomes one of a moving boundary. In after the fire is obviously important.
the fast region pyrolysis has occurred and in the The proposed cane fiberboard HAC heat
second region the material is virgin. The thermal transfer model structure is based on the previous
properties of char and virgin material are investigations by Anderson [4,5], the theoretical
assumed to be independent of temperature and considerations of Blasi [6] and Chen [7], and
location (constant). This model is quite simple must be compatible with existing general purpose
because of the constant properties, heat conduction codes. The details of the

thermophysical property model were determined
III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT such that when used in a heat conduction

analysis code the measured transient temperature
The HAC analysis is typically performed values from cane fiberboard tests at high

using a general purpose heat conduction code temperatures can be satisfactorily reproduced [8].
(finite element or finite difference) by applying
the boundary conditions stated in 10 CFR 71.73 B. High Temperature Cane Fiberboard
(c) to a package model. Unfortunately, an Tests
adequate analytical method of computing the heat
transfer within cane fiberboard during HAC does A brief description of the high temperature
not exist thus prohibiting HAC analysis of the cane fiberboard tests [8], which are the basis for
various packages containing cane fiberboard as the proposed heat transfer model, are presented.
an overpack. It is extremely desirable that a cane A total of 4 tests were made. The test samples
fiberboard heat transfer model be compatible consisted of fiberboard packed into 10-Gallon
with general heat conduction analysis codes to drums, which were placed sideways with their
facilitate HAC analysis. One approach is to top facing the heating elements during the tests.
advance Chen's [7] concepts for general These tests were designed to minimize end
pyrolysis analysis by developing a two region effects and are considered to be one dimensional.
model aroundthermophysicalproperties. A 0.25 inch thick stainless steel plate
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representing the pressurevessel in contact with suggeststhat samplethickness haslittle influence
the fiberboardwas inserted in each test sample, on the time- temperaturehistory.
The fiberboard thickness from the top (front
facing heating elements)to the plate was varied. C. Analysis Using Reported Thermal
A 114inch vent hole andline with trap was used Properties
to mitigate pressure buildupduring the test. Up
to seventeen thermocouples were placed in the A finite element model of the 4 inch test
fiberboard to accurately determine time- sample was created using the commercial
temperature profiles every 0.5 inch from the software PatranTM. A schematic of the finite
front up to 4 inches and every inch thereafterin element model is presented in Figure 3. The
the thicker fiberboard test samples, geometry is a simple slab with insulated
Thermocoupleswere also placed on the front and boundariesaround threesides. The temperature
back side of the drum top (facing heating throughout the transientcan be specified on the
elements) and on the face of the back plate in front face of the fiberboard since it is known
contact with the fiberboard. Temperatureswere from the data. The outer drum is only 60 mils
recorded every 10seconds. thick and can be neglected. The pretest

Two of the tests weremade at 1900°Fand the fiberboard thickness was slightly less than 4
other two were at 1400°F. As expected,the tests inches. The general purpose heat conduction
at the higher temperature were difficult to program P/ThermalTMwas used to calculate
control. The data from these is considered temperatures, and the cane fiberboard thermal
unreliable because excessive pressure built up in propertiesreported by Sanchez ec al. [3] were
the drum during the test which resulted in used in this analysis.
excessive drumtopdeformation. The data from The inability of the published properties to
the 4 inch and 7 inch thick fiberboard samples adequately model the heat transfer to the
tested at 1400°F provides the basis of the containment vessel during HAC has already
proposed HAC heat transfer model for cane been reported by Anderson [4,5]. In Figure 4
fiberboard. Only the 4 inch sample will be this is also in evidence by the temperaturevs.
consideredhere. time curves at locations within the fiberboard.

A brief discussion of the results of the tests The dis_ce listed is measuredfrom the heated
iUustratesthe complexityof heat transferthrough face of the test sample. The measured
cane fiberboard at high temperatures. The temperatureswereseverely underpredictedby the
purpose of the test was not to duplicate the analysis. The shapeof the time-temperaturedata
conditions of 10 CFR 71.73 (c), but to achieve curve at 1.5 inches in comparison with the
conditions similar enough for the purpose of analysis clearly shows that heat transferthrough
developing an adequate heat transfermodel for the fiberboard at high temperatures is a fairly
cane fiberboard. The test temperatureson the complex process. A conduction model using
drum top (facing heater elements) are shown in _elativelyconstant properties, like those reported
Figure 1, and the transient temperatures within by $anchez et. al. [3], is too simple.
the test sample are shown in Figure 2. A couple
of observations concerningthese test results are D. Modified Thermophysical Property
worthnoting. A f'wstobservation is that a phase Model
change appears to occur in the test sampleduring
the heating. Second, although the heater The goal is to produce a thermophysical
elementswere turnedoff at nearly 2000 seconds, propertymodel based on what is already known
the temperatures at 1.5 inches and at the back about heat transfer in cane fiberboard at high
plates continued to rise. The temperature at 2.5 temperatures which when used in an analysis
inches leveled off near 200°F. These tests were reproduces the time-temperaturedata. Such a
performed at an elevation in excess of 5000 feet model should be considered an engineering
where the boiling point of water is close to approximation. Its only function is to enable
200°F. It should be noted that similar results reasonablepredictionsof transienttemperatures
were obtained for the 7 inch sample (tested at within the fiberboard and adjoining package
1400°F)at similar thermocouplelocations which componentswhen subjectedto high temperatures
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(around 1400°F) by analytical means (e.g. E. Proposed Thermophysical Property
numerical solution of heat conduction equation). Model

The properties at our disposal to create an
HAC heat transfer model are conductivity, Although the proposed thermophysical
specific heat, density, and a phase change. The property model incorporates the qualities alreatdy
firstthreecanbefunctionsoftemperaturewhile discussed,itsfinalformwas determinedaftera
thephasechangeconsistsoflatentheatperunit thoroughcomparisonoftransienttemperature
mass at some specifiedtemperature.Some solutions(computed using P/ThermalTM)
observationsfrom previouswork with cane againstthe testresults.The processof
fiberboardand theexperimentalresultsalready hypothesizingapropertymodel,computingthe
presented are: transient temperatures, and comparison with the

1. Water is present in the test data was repeated until a property model
fiberboard and boils off around 200°F (boiling reproduced the test data reasonably well. Only
point at SNL is 202°F) providing a small heat the final model will be presented.
sink. As already mentioned, the property model

2. The heat transfer is enhanced consists of a virgin region and a char region.
significantly beyond normal conduction by the The temperature dependent properties for both
flow of hot gases, the virgin and charred material are shown in

3. The hot gases liberated from Figures 5 through 7. The virgin material model
the pyrolysis and phase change significantly also includes a phase change latent heat of 50
enhance the heat transfer near 200°F. Btu]lb at 200°F. The virgin material in the

4.The flowofhotgasesthrough predefincdcharregionundergoesaphasechange
thefiberboardhasafiniterangebeforetheyare (waterhasbeenliberatedfromit)duringheating.
cooled(approximately1.5inches). The charredmodelusedduringcooldown does

5. The thermalconductivityat not containa phase change becauseunlike
temperatureswellabove200°F isquitesimilarto meltingand solidification,waterliberationis
thatwellbelow200°F. irreversible.The charredpropertymodel has

6.The materialsuffersextensive been keptsimpleby usingconstantproperty
damage athightemperaturesandtheremaining values.Thesevaluesshouldbeconsideredtobe
charisprobablymosdy carbon, averagevaluesthroughoutthecharregion.The

7. Once hot gasesincluding proposedmodelanditsimplicationscanbebest
water vapor are liberatedfrom the virgin analyzedby benchmarkingagainstthe test
material,thematerialupon coolingretainsits results.
damagedproperties.

8.Thephasechangetemperature IV. BENCHMARKING OF MODEL
(200°F)dominatestheheattransferprocess
because of the water liberatedfrom the Allbcnchmarkinganalyseswereperformed
fiberboard.Thisresultsinsomewhatlimiting usingthe generalheatconductionsoftware
temperatureswhichcanonlybeexceededafter P/rhermalTM. A Schematicofthemodelusedin
completeliberationof the water from the thebenchmarkingarcshown inFigure8. The
fiberboard, time dependent temperatures on the front face of

As previously discussed, two property the model are known from the test data and all
models were created. One to be used for the other sides are insulated. Although a 2-D slab
virgin material during both exposure to high model was used, the analysis is essentially 1-D.
temperatures and during cooling. The other The proposed virgin property model was used
would be for damaged material (charred)during throughout the fire portion (when the heaters
cooling only. From the fiberboard tests, the char were on during the test) and during cooling
depth for the purpose of this model has been outside the predefmed char region. The virgin
determined to be 1.4 inches when the 30 minute model is the same whether the sample is heating
fire is 1500°F and 1.8 inches when it is 1900°F or cooling. The char model was used within the
[8]. predefined char region only during cooling.



The resulting transient temperature curves V. APPLICATION OF MODEL TO AN
using the proposed model in an analysis of the 4 ACTUAL PACKAGE
inchsampleareshowninFigure9 alongsidethe
testdata. The agreementis quitegood The cane fiberboardmodel was usedto
consideringtheinitialanalysisresultsinFigure4 performanHAC analysisofthe9966package.
using published properties. The proposed model The 9966 package is used to ship small amounts
clearly transfersthe appropriateamount of heat to of uranium and plutonium oxide within the DOE
thebackplate(whichrepresentsthecontainment complex. A schematicof themodel used in
vesselin the test).The complex transient analyzingthe 9966 is shown in Figure 10.
temperaturecurve at 1.5inchesisactually AlthoughnotincludedintheFigure,a 1.4inch
followedquitewell.The proposedtemperature regionnexttothedrum wall(top,bottom,and
dependentconductivitywhichpeaksnear200°F side)was usedtomodel thecharregionduring
produces the flattened region slightly below the cooling portion of the analysis. The model is
200°F in the analysis curve. As already 2-D axisymmetric, and the thermal properties
discussed, this represents the large amount of used in the analysis are presented in Tables I and
heat transfer associated with the liberation and II.
flow of hot gases. The large increase in The fire temperature was 1500°F for 30
conductivityistheanalyticalmeansofaccounting minutes,and theambientduringcoolingwas
forthe heattransferassociatedwiththehot 100°F. Four differentinitialconditionswere

gases, analyzed.Inthreeofthecasesinitialtemperatures
The coolingportionoftheanalysis,which of250°F,150°F,and 100°Fwereused.Inthe

beginsnear2000 seconds,appearstobc quite fourthcasethesteady-statenormalcondition
adequate.At thebackplateand2.5inchesthe solution(16 Wattsinternalheatsourceand a
analysisanddataagreeverywellthroughoutthe 100°Fambient)was theinitialcondition.The
coolingportionofthetest.At 1.5inchesthe resultsarecompiledattheprimaryvesselmid-
coolinganalysisagreesverywellwiththedata plane,secondaryvesselmid-plane,and the
up to20 minutesafterheating.Thereafterthe primaryseal.Transienttemperaturedataatthe
analysisunderpredietstemperaturesat 1.5 secondaryvesselmid-planewas takenduringa
inches. The charred model only extends to 1.4 furnace test. The package was initially preheated
inches from the edge of the test specimen, and its to 250°F prior to the test.
influence on the temperatures at 1.5 inches are The transient temperatures are shown in
significant. The char model wa_ purposely kept Figures 11, 12 and 13 for each of the initial
simple to facilitate development. The shape of conditions. In Figure 12 the data at the secondary
the data curve at 1.5 inches in comparison with vessel mid-plane agrees fairly well with the code
the analysis suggests that the constant property predictions, however the analysis predicts a drop
char model is oversimplified. This simplification in temperature three hours into the test whereas
may cause the discrepancy between analysis the data did not show a drop for several more
temperatures at 1.5 inches during cooling and the hours. Eyewitness accounts of the test and this
measured values. Nevertheless, the results in result suggest that some burning in the package
Figure 9 indicate a dramatic improvement in was occurring after the fire. The property model
predicting temperatures using the proposed was developed by benchmarking transient
model over the results in Figure 4 from nominal solutions against cane fiberboard temperature data
propertyvalues, where buntingdidnotoccur.Burningduringa

The purposeofthissectionistoprovide packagefiretestisundesirableandnotexpected
sufficientevidencefor acceptanceof the tooccur.
proposedproperty",nodelasarealisticmeansof Itwas unclearhow wellthepropertymodel
analyzingpackagescontainingcanefiberboard wouldperformusinganinitialtemperaturemuch
subjecttoHAC. Thishasbeenaccomplished greaterthanroomtemperature(testsampleinitial
primarilyby benchmarking the proposed temperature).The comparisoninFigure12
propertymodelwithtestdata. (250°Finitialconditioncase)suggeststhatthe

HAC fiberboardpropertymodel canbeusedto
predictpeaktransienttemperaturesevenwhen the



initial temperatures are greater than room used in an HAC analysis of the 9966 package,
temperature, and the effects of an internal heat source. The

Another point of interest is the response to effects of preheating a package to simulate
HAC when a 16 Watt source is in the vessel. At content decay heat was shown to be of little
the three locations of interest the analysis predicts value.
tittle change in temperature during the transient. It
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9966 HAC USING DIFFERENT INITIAL CONDITIONS
SECONDARY VESSEL MID-PLANE

s0o

_ "........... "'" TableI
g

/0 Prim#_, Malai-,Is forgg66 AnalyTJs
L

I 100 --"08 _ I.C. _S0q: IVI_ CX)NDU_TIVn'Y ;PEClFIC HEAT DENSITY
l- ...... I.G. 111W _ FIBERBOARD 0.035 @ 80 0.45 @ 80 15.4 @ 80

0.16 @ 115 0.45 @ 475 15.4 @ 473
..... I.G. 100"F 0.37@ 150 0.._@ 810 8.5@ 810

0.60@ 170 0.20@ 15(}0 3.5@ 1500
50" ,,- ,.- -- I.O. lSO'F 1.0@ 185

DATA i.0 @ 200
0.O9 @ 210

0 ....... o.O9Q =oo 1' ; ; _ _ ; 7 ^_ 0.014@32 024 0.09
0.029 @ 752

TrUE (HnS.) 0.029_) 753
STAINLESS 7.74 @ 32 0.12 @ 32 494.4

FIGURE12 STEEL 9.43@ 212 0.135@ 752
12.6@ 932

15.0_ 1292
_aa_ o.c_ 0.50 s. i
FIBERBOARD

Fi_ has a pha_ :change of 50 Bcu/Ib, _ 200OF.
Treat charr region as fibedx)a,'d during 30 minute fire, use char properties only aft" fire.
Units in Table are Btu, ft.. lb., and el:.

An effective outer drum surface emmimmce of 0.7347 wasused.

9966 HAC USING DIFFERENT INITIAL CONDITIONS

PRIMARY SEAL Table I[

Secondary Maleriuls foe"9966 Analysis

250 " _U_TERIAL CONDUCI'WITY SPECIFIC HEAT )ENSITY ,,.
ENERGY 3.82@ non vczlical 0.22 16.2

•,,,," ,,, ,,, ,, !ABSORBER 7.62 ¢_ vertical
"" "" CONTENTS 0.9 0.022 i312.1

i,I _,lm_ _,,,*_' ,m,im ira,m iiim me m Im

,I_ 200 ,,,, a,,--, --, " "" -" "- 126.0 0.216 169.3

tu ,,* _,,,_ _, "" ALUMINUM
I[ _s_s ,_a- PAD 0.15 0.28 i.0

: 150 _ /** LEAD 20.0@ 68 0.03 @ 32 709.0
9.7 _ 717 0.034 _) 621

ssJ CARBON S'I_..EL 41.0 @ 77 0.11 @ 32 491.0

i 100 "--'*S*# 16.9@ 1472 0.15@ 752

tu 0.16@ 1742
P ------'-- I.C. 250"F

...... I.C. 16 W SOURCE Tha encTg3,absorberhasanisotropicconductivity.
Units in Table are Btu, ft., lb., and °F.

50
- .... I.C. 100fl: Convection coefficients usedin a.alysis:

-- -- -- I.C.150"F

0 ..... Top: h=k/L*0._l*Ra 0"25

TIBE (HRS.) Bee@m:h-k/L*O.15*Ra0"33

FIGURE1_1 Side:h_,/Ll(O.825+O.38"7*Rat/6_1.0+(0.492/Pr)9116]11/2712






